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a guide for new facilities - defense security service - 1 a guide for new facilities welcome to the
nisp the defense security service (dss) has received a request from either a government contracting
activity (gca) or a cleared contractor to sponsor your facility for a facility security clearance
electronic signature requirements for lenders - page 3 of 8 private key- an encryption/decryption
value known only to the parties who exchange information. public key- a value provided by some
designated authority as an encryption key that is known to everyone and, combined with a private
key derived from the public key, can be used to effectively encrypt messages and digital signatures.
askpsmo-i - defense security service - askpsmo-i . dod caf updates . stephen demarco . dod
consolidated adjudications facility . hosted by zaakia bailey . personnel security management office
for industry
manual pentru instalarea certificatului digital calificat ... - 5 b) instalarea driver-ului digisign
e-token pki client 8 compatibilitate: windows xp, windows vista, windows 7, windows 8, windows
server 2003, windows server 2008, windows server 2012. vÃ„Âƒ rugÃ„Âƒm sÃ„Âƒ alegeÃˆÂ›i
driverul ÃƒÂ®n funcÃˆÂ›ie de versiunea sistemului de operare folosit:
manual pentru instalarea certificatului digital calificat ... - pagina 7 din 11 4. utilizarea
corespunzÃ„Âƒtoare a driver-ului pentru dispozitivul etoken introduceÃˆÂ›i dispozitivul etoken
ÃƒÂ®n extensia usb a calculatorului. din meniul start, alegeÃˆÂ›i all programs Ã¢Â†Â’ safenet
Ã¢Â†Â’ safenet authentication client Ã¢Â†Â’ safenet authentication tools. pe ecran se va afiÃˆÂ™a
panoul de comandÃ„Âƒ al utilitarului aladdin etoken:
authentication in an internet banking environment - 2 single-factor authentication is inadequate,
financial institutions should implement multifactor authentication, layered security, or other controls
reasonably calculated to mitigate those risks.
archived nist technical series publication - electronic authentication (e-authentication) is the
process of establishing confidence in user identities electronically presented to an information
system.
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